
Meal & Hydration Tracker Reminder

Meal Reminder
Google Play on Mobile | Tablet

About Product
Meal Reminder is an Android application helping 
users to keep eating regularly. It allows users to 
plan meals, remember about them, control nutrition 
and lose weight.



Key Features

Meal planning Meal reminder

Water reminder Statistics

Observations & Testings

First Impression

-Clean layout and 
user interface



-Easy setting-up 
process



-Less guidance 
confused users









Accessibility

-Complications on 
tablets with Google 
Play



-Use adequate color 
contrast



-Not available on 
iOS deivces



-Only available in 
English















Interaction

-Easy to navigate



-Customized meal 
times settings



-Show status of 
current day to see 
either meals were 
eaten or skipped






Visual Design

-Use modern 
gradient color



-The typography is 
good on texts and 
numbers, 

-Great illustrations

however 
the font size is quit 
small and hard to 
read



Water Tracker Reminder

Waterllama
iPhone | Apple Watch | iOS Widget

About Product
Waterllama aims to help users build a healthy 
hydration habit.  The app allows users to track the 
daily water goal progress, get smart reminders and 
log anything users drink right from iPhone, Apple 
Watch app, or iOS widgets.

Key Features

Hydration tracker Smart reminders

Character collection

Observations & Testings

First Impression

-Excellent layout 
and user interface



-Clear and concise 
in writing



-Easy setting-up 
process









Accessibility

-Complications on 
the Apple Watch 
screen



-Available in 13 
different languages



-Use adequate color 
contrast



-Not responsive to 
larger size screens















Interaction

-Easy to navigate



-Customized 
reminder settings



-Track hydration 
from 40+ beverages



-Indicate hydration 
rates for different 
beverage



-Drinks list can 
easily edit and re-
order




Visual Design

-The primary color 
used stands out



-The typography is 
good on texts and 
numbers



-Excellent 
illustrations (turn 
hydration reminder 
into an interesting 
game)



-App icon can be 
customized, 
selected from 24 
pre-made icons




Meal Tracker & Water Reminder

Simple
iPhone | Apple Watch | Google Play | Web 

About Product
Simple is a mobile application that allows users log 
fasting and eating window hours in order to 
manage weight. It also enables users to monitor 
daily water intake and physical activity. 

Key Features

Intermittent fasting Hydration traker

Log meal, water intake, and physical activitty

Observations & Testings

First Impression

-Good layout and 
user interface



-Comprehensive but 
complicated setting-
up process



-NOT as simple as it 
was called










Accessibility

-Complications on the 
Apple Watch screen and 
Android devices



-Available in both light and 
dark mod



-Use adequate color 
contrast



-Available in the different 
measurement unit



-Not responsive to larger 
size screens

(although it has a web 
version, it is not 
responsive)














Interaction

-Engaging 
educational content



-Highly customized



-Too much content 
makes it hard to 
navigate



-Advertising for the 
premium version is 
annoying (easy to 
misclick the button)

Visual Design

-The primary color 
used stands out



-The typography is 
good on texts and 
numbers



-Excellent 
illustrations






